Olympu s

The history o Olympus Optical Co. Tokyo, dates back to 1919 is
In a field where
history of the pioneer of Japan 's microscope industry.
precision i~ paramount, Olympus's position of leadersh ip is unchaller.gec.
The continuous significant i mprovements made in over>all qual ity, precision
and features during this period have earned for Olympus a hi gh repu ation
both in Japan and abroad.
Now, Olympus proudly pre ents ultra de-luxe instrument. model EH and rti
mpus famil of preci sion microscoo.e
as the most recent addition to the
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Olympus

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
OF OLYMPUS MODEL EH
AND FH
1.

INTERCHANGEABILITY:

This microscope is available in any desired head -stage combination . Furthermore , the head and stage can be changed
easily and instantly .
For thus high precision and simple
manipulation, monocul ar, binocular and trinocular heads and
square, round , rotatable stages are pr epared respectively .

2.

PERFECT BUll T-IN ILLUMINATOR:

By means of centering sy stem by condenser movement and
three setps change of brightness according to the magnification, the centering of illuminator need only be done once
regardless of changes in magnification .

3.

PLAN ACHROMATIC OBJECTIVES:

The Plan Achromatic Objecti v es have been so designed that
there is no spherical aberration .
These Plan Achromatic
Objectives are provided in type Ill of model EH and FH
microscopes .

4.

HIGH SENSITIVITY OF FINE ADJUSTMENT:

The microscope has high sensitibity of fine adjustment , especially in model FH with 0.0005 m j m which is the first of its
kind in the world .

5.

COMPLETE PROVISION OF ACCESSORIES:

To full y meet the sp ec ifi c requirement of the use rs, fu ll col lection of interchangeable accessories are available as well
as wide series of model EH and FH microscope itself.
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FHFTr

FHFB i

SPECIFICATIONS:

A super deluxe reseach microscope with perfect built -in illuminator
is the most recent addition to the Olympus family of precision
microscope.
The large variety of interchangeable parts as well as the wide
collection of attachments available make the precision Olympus
FH the most versatile microscope on the maket today .

Trinocular Head .. . . .. Binocular part 45 o
inclination, rotatable through 360 ° horizontally .
Binocular Head . ... .. 45 ° inclination, rotat able through 360 ° horizontally.
Revolving Nosepiece : Quintuple (ball bearing system) indicator for
objectives' position .
6V 5A TB-1 (clear)
Bulb
TC. 100V, 110V, 220V, 240V available
Transformer
Filter
32.5 ~ mm (blue)
Bulb centering adjustment type ; compenLight Source
sation lens shifting system (f or low, medium
and high magnification).
Focusing
Vertical movement stage;
Coarse Adjustment
: Rack-and- pin ion with stopper;
range of operation : 31 .8 mm
Gear train system with balancing parallel
Fine Adjustment
plate; range of vertical movement: 1.2mm;
scale : calibrated in unit of 0.001 mm .
Condenser Focusing System:
Rack-and-pinion type; range of
vertical movement:
16 .2 mm; centering
device .
N. A. 1.25 condenser with external diameter
Condenser
of 36.8 mm and featuring variable irisdiaphragm and filter holder.
Stage
Square Coaxial Mechanical Stage (dou blehandle) FS .... easy to detach and replace
the stage, as it is dovetailed to the body.
Body Tube

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
1. Perfect Built-in Illuminator.
Three steps change of bri ghtness according to the magnification.
Centering need only be done once regardless of changes in
magnification .
2. 0 .0005 mm Fine Adjustment .
This microscope boasts an ultra -sensitive fine adjustment sys tem , which is the first of its kind in the world.
Focusing is
easy, and , what is more, the thickness of the specimen can be
measured by the sensitivity scale.
3. Interchangeability of Head and Stage.
This microscope is available in any desired head-stage combination . Furthermore, the head and stage can be changed easily
and speedily.
4. Plan Achromatic Objectives.
The plan achromatic objectives have been so designed that
there is no spherical aberration and no f ie ld curveture.
Furthermore, the field of photomicrographic work can be widened by using low magnifi"c ation plan achromatic objectives .
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EHCrTr

EHCrBi

SPECIFICATIONS:

The new Olympus EH Microscope was made in response to a wide
demand for a microscope with perfect illuminator.
This Microscope , then, is an improvement on the highly E Microscope, whose
heads , stages and lenses are interchangeable.
The Olympus EH Microscope, therefore, is a microscope we can
recommend to the publ ic with pride and confidence.

Trinocular Head ...... Binocular part 45 °
inclination, rotatable through 360 ° horizontally.
Binocular Head ... ... 45 ° inclination rotat able through 360 ° horizontally.
Quintuple (ball bea ri ng type) indicator for
Revolving Nosepiece
objectives' position .
6V 5A TB-1
Bulb
TC. 100V, llOV, 220V, 240V available
Transformer
32.5 9mm (round, blue)
Filter
Bulb centering adjustment type; compenLight Source
sation lens shifting system (for low, medium
and high ma gnification).
Focusing
Vertical movement stage;
Coarse Adjustment
Rack-and -pinion with stopper;
range of
operation: 32.5mm
: Screw and lever system with ba l ancing paFine Adjustment
rallel plate; range of vertical movement :
1.2 mm;
scale:
calibrated in unit of
0.002mm .
Condenser Focusing System :
Rack-and-pinion type ; range of
vertical movement: 16.5 mm; centering
device.
Condenser
N.A. 1.25 condenser with external diameter
of 36 .8 mm and featuring variable irisdiaphragm amd filter holder .
Stage
Square Revolving Coaxial Mechanical
Stage CrS . . .. easy to detach and replace
the stage, as it is dovetailed to the body .
Body Tube

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
1. Perfect Built-in Illuminator.
Three steps change of bri ghtness according to the ma g nification .
Centering need only be done once regardless of changes in
magnification .
2. 0 .002 mm Fine Adjutment .
Focusing is easy, and, what is more , the thickness of the
specimen canbe measured by the sensitivity scale.
3 . Interchangeability of Head and Stage .
This microscope is available in any desired head-stage combination .
Furthermore, the head and stage can be change d
easil y and speedily .
4 . Plan Achromatic Objectives .
The plan achromatic objectives have been so designed that
there is no spherical aberration and no f ie ld curveture.
Furthermore, the field of photomicrographic work can be widened by using low magnification plan achromatic objectives .
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INTERCHANGEABILITY:
I
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In so many ways it can be shown that the
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Heads:

Interchangeable trinocular, binocular, monocular inclined rotatable heads and
vertical monocular tube for photomicrography.
Eyepieces :
Interchangeable eyepieces Huygenian, Ramsden, Compensation and Wide Field.
Base and Arm : Olympus FH & EH microscope base and arm with perfect built in illuminator.
Stages:
Horizontal mechanical stages, with fine vernier graduations. Designed with
convenient co-axial adjustment for slide manipulation through 50 x 70 mm.
FS: with double handle. CrS: with single handle.
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Olympus microscope readily expands to your needs.
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Condenser:

11
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Mirror:
Objectives:

13
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Condenser:
Transformer :

N.A. 1.25 condenser with external diameter of 36.8 mm and featuring variable
iris-diaphragm and fllter holder.
Interchangeab le piano-concave mirror in fork mounting on a disc adapter.
Interchangeable Achromat, Fluorite and Plan Achromat objectives assure sharp
and clear image and bright field.
For Ultra-low magnification Plan Achromat objectives.
TC transformer 100 V, 110 V, 220 V, 240 V in put available.
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OPTICAL PATH
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PATH OF RAY IN TRINOCULAR
When the prism sh ifting knob is pulled o utward as shown
in the above photo , the prism locks into position (CD diagram )
and the path of rays is directed to the upright head for
photomicrographic work .
A push in of the knob almost instantly returns the prism
tb its origin al po sition (@ diagram ).
This unique mechanism ( one-knob operation ) permits direct
observation and photomicro graphic work alternately with a
minimum loss of time.

~
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Path of ra y s at the time of
photomicrography
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Path of r ays at the t i me of
direct observation

MODEL EHCr-Tr / Trinocular Body/ Stage: CrS
Type

EHCr - Tr - 1

Eyepieces

Objectives

P7X , WFlOX Pl5X (Paired )

Ach 4X, Ach lOX

P7X , PlOX

Ach 40X

Pl5X

Condenser

Magni fica ions

N. A. 1.25

28X - 1500X

(one each for photomicro. )

Ach lOOX (oil immersion)

EHCr - Tr - 11

P7X , WFlOX
P 15X, K20X (paired)
P7X , PlOX Pl5X
(one each for photomicro .)

Ach 4X
Ach lOX
Fl 40X
Fl lOOX (oil immersion)

N. A. 1.25

28X - 2000X

EHCr - Tr - Ill

P7X , WFlOX
P 15X, K20X (paired)
P7X , PlOX Pl5X
(one each for photomicro .)

Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan

N. A. 1.25

28X - 2000X

4X
lOX
40X
lOOX (oil immersion)

MODEL EHCr-Bi / Binocular Body / Stage: CrS
Type

Eyepieces

Objectives

Condenser

Magn ifications

EHCr - Si - I

P7X , WFlOX
Pl5X
(paired )

Ach 4X , Ach lOX
Ach 40X
Ach lOOX (oil immersion)

N. A. 1.25

28X - 1500X

EHCr - Si - 11

P7X , WFlOX
Pl5X , K20X
(Paired)

Ach 4X , Ach lOX
Fl 40X
Fl lOOX (oil immersion)

N. A. 1.25

28X - 2000X

EHCr - Si - Ill

P7X, WFlOX
Pl5X, K20X
(Pa ired )

Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan

N. A. 1.25

28X - 2000X

Condenser

Magnifications

N. A. 1.25

28X - 1500X

4X
lOX
40X
lOOX (oil immersion)

MODEL FHF-Tr/ Trinocular Body/ Stage: FS
Ty pe

Eye piece s
P7X , WFlOX , Pl5X (Paired )

FHF - Tr - I

P7 X, PlOX

Pl5X

Objectives
Ach 4X , Ach lOX
Ach 40X

(one each for photomicro. )

Ach lOOX (oil immersion)

FHF - Tr - 11

P7X , WFlOX
Pl5X K20X (paired)
P7X , PlOX Pl5X
(one each for photomicro. )

Ach 4X
Ach lOX
Fl 40X
Fl lOOX (oil immersion)

N. A. 1.25

28X - 2000X

FHF - Tr - Ill

P7X, WFlOX
Pl5X, K20X (Paired)
P7X, PlOX Pl5X
(one each for photomicro .)

Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan

N. A. 1.25

28X - 2000X

Condenser

Magnifications

N. A. 1.25

28X - 1500X

4X
lOX
40X
lOOX (oil immersion)

MODEL FHF-Bi / Binocular Body / Stage· FS
Type

Eyepieces

Objectives

..

FHF - Si - I

P7X , WFlOX
Pl5X
(paired )

Ach 4X, Ach lOX
Ach 40X
Ach lOOX (oil immersion)

FHF - Si - 11

P7X, WFlOX
Pl5X, K20X
(paired)

Ach 4X , Ach lOX
Fl 40X
Fl lOOX

N. A. 1.25

28X - 2000X

FHF - Si - Ill

P7X, WFlOX
Pl5X, K20X
(Paired)

Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan

N. A. 1.25

28X - 2000X

4X
lOX
40X
lOOX (oil immersion)
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ACCESSORIES

PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC APPARATUS PM-6
Fits all types of biological and metallurgical microscope of all
it's so simple to operate, yet so sure to produce fine,
makes.
clear and sharp pictures on 35 mm film.

FEATURES
1. The half permeable prism enables to observe the prepa ration
constantly even at the instance of exposing .
2 . Shock-proof shutter prevents shutter vibration and insures no
blurred pictures .
3. Available for all eyepieces except 5 x power.
4 . Can be combined with an electric microphotographic
exposuremeter.
5. The window for exposuremeter can also be used for projection
purpose.
6. Total magnification on the film : 0.4 x total magnification of the
microscope.
7. The shutter speeds range from 1 to 1/ 50 sec . plus B.

INTERCHANGEABLE MICRO PHOTO UNIT PM· 7
FEATURES
Exclusive two interchangeable camera units permit to take photo·
graphs of an object both in color and black and white .
2 . Shutter speed: B, 1, 1/ 2 , 1/ 5, 1/ 10, 1/ 25 and 1/ 50 with X
synchron ized contact for speed light .
3 . Perfect shock proof shutter , adopting bellows and special sponge
in shutter mechanism, insures no blurred p ictures .
4 . Tot al magn ificat ion on the film : total ma gnification of m icro ·

1.

scope X 0 .5 approximately.

EXPOSUREMETER FOR PHOTOMICROGRAPHY
MODEL EMM·V
This is the advanced model of former Olympus EMM ·IV photo mi ·
crographic exposuremeter. Diffi culty to decide the best expos ure
time in photomicrography especiall y in use of color films will be
overcome by th is instrument.
"?

FEATURES
H igh .................. 1/ 50 - 1 sec .
Low ..... .. ........... 1/ 2-64 sec .
Measurement of color temperature
2854 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
6000 K
PM ·6 and PM ·7 are available
Photomicro equipment
CdS photo conductive cell
photo cell
Filter
Neutral density 50 % transmission
12% If
3 % 11
Color temperature compensation
18 5 Mired
100 Mired
40 Mired
Ran ge of exposure time
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MODEL MPS
Now Olympus presents a new Micro Projection Screen Model MPS
which is a value for group viewing, optical comparison , consultation and quantity inspection .
Features:
1. The Model MPS will fit any microscope with vertical tube or
trinocular head .
2 . The projection housing is instantly attached or removed by the
clamp screw.
3. The eyepieces are easily in~erchangeable through the opening
for inserting eyepiece.
4. The projected image can be directly traced on the ground glass
screen by removing the hood .
5 . The MPS must be used in conjunction with an efficient light
source to get satisfactory results in micro-projection work.
Specification :
1. Magnification of projected image: 2 / 3 x of total magnification
of the microscope .
2 . Viewing screen : 85 mm diameter ground glass screen .
3 . Inclination of viewing screen : 10 degrees against vertical line .
4 . Attachable metal hood
5. Physical measurements: Width: 110 mm
Height: 230 mm
Depth: 160 mm
Net weight: 820 g

PHASE CONTRAST EQUIPMENT PA. PB.
The bright field observation method of microscopic examination
can not be used for examining colorless , transparent specimens,
since such specimens lack contrast .
The phase contrast equipment, therefore, was designed to pr ovide such specimens with
contrast and thus make examination of living bacteria, cells and
t issue possible .
Two kinds of light pass through specimen .. . namely , undeviated
light and deviated light. Deviated light is 1/4 wave length slower
than undeviated light . Contrast can be strengthened through light
interference by making undeviated light 1/4 wave length faster
or slower.
This method is highly convenient for observation of
the ecology of the specimen since it eliminates such troublesome
procedures as dyeing the specimen . The Olympus phase contrast
equipment is highly praised today since it has widened the scope
of biological microscopic examination . What is more , it is easy
to handle.

MODEL HLS
The Olympus Fluorescent Light source Model HLS is a Fluorescent
exciting light source equipment to be employed in a microbiological ,
microbiological immunological Pathalogical light or biologica l relower .

FEATURES
LIGHT SOURCE
Its outstanding characteristic lies in the long life of the lamp,
which takes as long as 500 hours before the luminous intensity
is lowered to 70 % .
COMPLETE SET OF FI'L TERS
UV Exciting Filter
DV- 1
BV Exciting Filters
BG-1, BG-3 , BG-12
Ultra Violet Ray Absorbing Filter
L-40
Heat Absorbing Filter
(Built in)
A frame for mounting a filter to your desire .
EYEPIECE FILTERS
Those filters used for the purpose of absorbing the ultra violet
radiat ion can be attached to the eyepiece by simply capping it .
Select an appropriate filter according to the specimen .
As we are continually improving and developing our produ cts , the equipment supplied may not agree in all details with the descriptions and / or
ill ustr at ions shown in this catalog .
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